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What is a Futurist?





Technology always has 2 aspects we need to be aware of



Is your business technology-centric?



Or does it use technology to delight people?



What will the future bring, in the next 5 years, and what role 
will technology play? What impact will these developments 

have on how we do business and live our lives?



Clip via IBM / Youtube



Industrial & Mechanical ☯ Digital & Exponential



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

“How does a person go broke? Gradually then suddenly” 
Ernest Hemingway



Everything is growing exponentially - except for humans!
Connectivity, screens, 
digitization, automation 
Machine intelligence i.e. 
emulating humans 
Data from and about 
everyone, everything, 
everywhere, all the time 
Energy, food, water, 
resource consumption 
Technological, 
economic, and political 
interdependence 
The global middle-class 
(yet, inequality as well)

http://smashinghub.com/i-am-trying-to-add-more-friends.htm



The vast changes caused by broadband, networked 
computing, BigData & AI are a major theme of our lives.



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Fixed ➲ Mobile ➲ Wearable ➲ Implanted and BCI’ed 



Internet of Things: Connected. Intelligent. Real-Time. All.



In 5 years, imagine:  
Internet of Things, Connected EveryOne/Thing



http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-13/robot-workers-coexistence-is-possible

Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Ubiquitous Broadband and the resulting ‘intelligent 
everything’ will drive both new business opportunities 
as well as overall job loss due to dramatic automation



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/http://www.flickr.com/photos/7468552@N08/4044554793

According to a Sept 2013 Oxford study, occupations that 
involve complex perception and manipulation tasks, 

creative intelligence tasks, and social intelligence tasks 
are unlikely to be substituted by computer capital over the 
next decade or two. So the key to defeating robots - in the 

movies and in real life - is doing what they can't.  
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http://www.entrepreneur.com/



“Software is eating the world” (Marc Andreessen)
Inevitable transfer of value from traditional companies to software companies 



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Products ➲ Services ➲ Software or Content ➲ Experiences



Digital Transformation Everywhere



Digital transformation is a huge 
challenge and opportunity



Be(comin)ing indispensable will be crucial. Example: radio



The startup’s view: a flipped valley of death





The biggest opportunities will be in co-
creating and completing the next ecosystems



Interdependency is the future

Clip via Tiffany Shlain ‘Connected the movie’



A strong idea needs to be not just 10% better but 
10x as good - and it often enters via a backdoor



Game over for protected turfs*

“Banking is essential. Banks are not.” Bill Gates



Example: Digital money - the 2 Billion ‘unbanked’ join via mobile

Image via Techcrunch



Broadcast

Cable & 
Satellite

Cloud 
(+ social 
+ mobile)

The evolution of content and  entertainment



“Managed Dissatisfaction” won’t 
work, won’t last, won’t pay!



The future will need to address some very wicked problems… 

Climate change, global warming, environment 
The future of communications & the Internet 

Human-machine / AI governance & ethics 
Terrorism (soon, mostly cyber-warfare) 

Consumer privacy and data security



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

But wicked problems also create wicked opportunities



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Data will be more valuable than Oil.





Big Data is Big Business but will require a lot more Big 
Human to not become Big Surveillance & Big Robot



!

“Big business decisions will be made not be experts or 
intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”   
Virginia Rometty, CEO and chairwoman of IBM  http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond

http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond


Machine Thinking



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/

“Machines are for answers; humans are for questions” 
- Kevin Kelly 

The world that Google is constructing - a world of cheap and free 
answers - having answers is not going to be very significant or 

important. Having a really great question will be where all the value is. 
- Kevin Kelly 



Yes, technology can do this. But should it?



Nope, there is not an app for everything



!
“I believe that not everything that could 

be fixed should be fixed, even if the latest 
technologies make the fixes easier, 

cheaper, and harder to resist. Sometimes, 
imperfect is good enough; sometimes, it’s 

much better than perfect” 
!

!
!
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Evgeny Morozov in To Save 
Everything, Click Here: The Folly 
of Technological Solutionism 



Just imagine…







Soon, it will be a lot less about if technology can do 
something, but why, who and when it should be done



Is ‘seeing everything’ desirable?
Most of the value creation passes from us to the platforms that we empower



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/
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“All that happens must be known.”  
― Dave Eggers, The Circle 

!

!

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/3371.Dave_Eggers
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/25791820


Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Expect more ‘Datawars’



Sustainable is becoming the new ‘profitable’!
91% of global consumers are likely to switch brands to one associated with a good cause, 
given comparable price and quality - 2013 Cone Communications/ Echo Global CSR Study  

50% of global consumers said they would be willing to reward companies that give back 
to society by paying more for their goods and services  

43 percent of global respondents claim to have actually spent more on products and 
services from companies that have implemented programs to give back to society  

(Nielsen 2013 Consumers Who Care Study) 
!

!



Welcome to the circular economy



We need to starting grow GNH not just GDP

ProfitPlanetPeople



“If you want to go fast go alone, if 
you want to go far, go together”



Return on Investment

Via Flickr.com/philliecasablanca



Why net neutrality and an open Internet are important



An open Internet is a powerful driver of economic growth
Moto 360 Android / GoogleUtility and Openness are absolutely inter-related.



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/http://www.flickr.com/photos/7468552@N08/4044554793

Edward Snowden: ‘They’re setting fire to the future of the Internet’ 



Being in the moment is human. Cultivate it.

Apple XMas 2014 Ad: Misunderstood  via Youtube



Summary
1. We are in the midst of exponential digital transformation: 

embrace role changes, adapt skills. Wicked problem/opps. 
2. It’s no longer about mere data & information but intuition 
3. Co-create & complete new ecosystems rather than (only) 

amending old ones: change comes gradually than suddenly 
4. Managed dissatisfaction is over, in all markets - adjust! 
5. Think about Return on Involvement (not just Investment) 
6. Machines are for answers, humans are for questions: focus on 

being indispensable as a human. 
7. Business strategies: machine-thinking = dead-end street 
8. Sustainable is becoming the new profitable



@gleonhard



FuturistGerd.com to download this PDF, later today 

Gerdtube.com (YouTube) to find out more 

Thanks for your attention!
@gleonhard


